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Snow Sakura

Tachibana Saki
Above all, i just feel uneasy
Put friendship first
It's a pain, just forget about it
Look away resentfully
Mother
Ariwara no Narihira
Kokin Waka-shu
Well, yeah...
Your parents wanted you to grow up pure and noble
Get a short-range shot of our facial expressions
Don't take revenge
Deny it
Go back to pick it up
My same class's......
Saki (The right SD character with no tits and 
Twintails :p)
Call out to him
I'll handle Saki
Smell them
Speak frankly
Go along with it
A few
Embrace her

Souya Misaki
It's truly a cute group of girls
Well, i think she's cute
Put friendship first
Go to buy some juice after eating
Meet kozue's gaze resentfully
Mother
Ariwara no Narihira
Kokin Waka-shu
Well, yeah...
But when the snow melts it becomes a clear river
Get a tracking shot of our movements from afar
Take revenge
I can't deny it
I guess it's ok......
My same class's......
Misaki (The left SD Character)
It's not my problem
I'll handle sumiyoshi
Think about it
Go along with it
A lot
Get it for her
It's......it's good. really.
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Snow Sakura

Hiyama Kozue
It's truly a cute group of girls
Average, i guess......
Put friendship first
It's a pain, forget about it
Look away resentfully
Mother
Ariwara no Narihira
Kokin Waka-shu
No, i'm fascinated with you
Ask her straight up
Your parents wanted you to grow up pure and noble
Get a short-range shot of our facial expressions
Take revenge
Deny it
I guess it's ok......
My same class's......
Kozue (The Middle SD Character)
Call out to him
I'll handle sumiyoshi
Think about it
Protest
A lot

Kisaragi Rei
It's truly a cute group of girls
Average, i guess......
Leave Sumiyoshi behind and run away
Of course, i do
It's pon
Daisangen
After my final "tsumo"
Haneman
It's a pain forget about it
Meet kozue's gaze resentfully
Slap her cheek lightly
Let the topic pass without comment
Mother
Ariwara no Narihira
Kokin Waka-shu
Well, yeah...
Your parents wanted you to grow up pure and noble
Get a short-range shot of our facial expressions
Take revenge
Deny it
I guess it's ok......
My elder
Rei (Right SD Character)
Give in
Hide my face with a mask
It's not my problem
I'll handle sumiyoshi
Speak frankly
Protest
A lot
You're cute
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Snow Sakura

Souya Misato
Above all, i just feel uneasy
Put friendship first
It's a pain, just forget about it
Meet kozue's gaze resentfully
Mother
Ariwara no Narihira
Kokin Waka-shu
Well, yeah...
Your parents wanted you to grow up pure and noble
Get a short-range shot of our facial expressions
Take revenge
Deny it
I guess it's ok......
My elder
Misato (Right SD Character)
Call out to him
I'll handle sumiyoshi
I like girls like you, miss misato
Think about it
Go along with it
A few
Say "ahhn"
Ito Hirobumi
Emperor Shirakawa
The Taika era
The Treaty of Shimoda
Fuhonsen

The Missing CG
So, you have a Missing CG in the Others Galery huh?
You tried all the choice while using the Skip Already Read function huh?
But still no CG...

Well, in fact, it's realy easy to get it, and it's like a little ending ^^.
So, go into your Extra and then choose the Scene Galery.
If you pay attention you'll see a Bonus Scene at the End of the Galery...Just play it and you'll get your Missing CG ;) 
(It's not an Ero one by the way ^^).

Copyright & Disclaimer
This Walkthrough was made by Miragecg for http://cgland.free.fr/ & http://cgland.wordpress.com/.
You can host it if you don't remove this and don't forget to give credits.
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